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Abstract: Grid system is used by many researchers’ and scholars all over the world to solve the complicated and
complex problems in different sciences. Job ranking backfilling is the most used model by many researchers in
grid system to improve the performance of job scheduling algorithm. The model aims on serving the smallest job
in the queue. As a second improvement of job backfilling, researchers proposed job ranking backfilling that serve
job based on ranking equation. This paper proposes an enhance job ranking algorithm based on using linear and
logarithmic ranking equations. Both proposed ranking equations used curve estimation model to predict on the
variables’ coefficients. By simulation and after different tests, the average results of job ranking backfilling with
linear ranking equation outperform conventional job ranking backfilling with improvement equal 3.2% and 56.53%
in total execution time and average waiting time, respectively. In addition, job ranking backfilling with logarithmic
ranking equation shows average improvement equal 1.78% and 46.62% in total execution time and average waiting
time, respectively. The results indicate that the proposed ranking equations would improve conventional job
ranking backfilling in high and low demand grid system under different conditions.

Keywords: job scheduling, job ranking Backfilling, grid computing, logarithmic and linear Ranking equation

1. Introduction
Grid Job scheduling is defined as changing the flow of jobs to improve the performance metrics such as total

execution time, average waiting time, bandwidth and so forth. Many job scheduling algorithms have been suggested
such as First Come First Serve (FCFS), longest job first and shortest job first, Min-Min, Min-Max. Besides that,
different researchers have suggested different algorithms using different techniques as follows. Rodero et. al. [1]
proposed a Job Ranking Backfilling (JRB) to improve the performance of a grid system, by advancing jobs using a rank
value of each job. Ahmed et al. [2] proposed dynamic priority job scheduling algorithm based on multiple criteria such
as CPU resources requirement, IO resource requirement and job criticality. The new proposed model aims to optimize
the job starvation problem. The results indicate that the starvation problem is solved and the performance is enhanced.
Moreover, to create a fairness between jobs, da Silva [3] proposed a new backfilling model to reduce fragmentat ion and
to obtain better response times. At the same time, fairness between jobs is kept low and predictability remains high.
The results show that the performance of the system is improved compared with previous model. Fanfakhri [4]
proposed new multi-objective optimization algorithm to optimize the execution time, the energy consumption and the
cost of booked resources in the grid system. The proposed algorithm used new optimization function to select the best
frequencies that can improve the performance of the optimized metrics. Moreover, the proposed algorithm gives the
minimum energy consumption and minimum cost with maximum performance.
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Moreover to find optimal sequences of jobs in grid system many solutions and techniques have been suggested. Zhang
[5] proposed heuristic approach based on particle swarm optimization to solve job scheduling in grid system. The
proposed model aims to generate an optimal schedule to get the minimum completion time. By simulation, the results
show that the particle swarm optimization algorithm is able to get the better schedule results than previous models.
Furthermore, to improve serving the performance in case of resources failure, Idris [6] proposed Job Scheduling with
Fault Tolerance using Ant Colony Optimization. The proposed model is based on resource failure rate and checkpoint
roll back recovery strategy which aims of reducing the amount of work that is lost upon failure of the system by
immediately saving the state of the system. The experimental results show that there is an improvement in the user’s
QoS requirement. In [7] researchers proposed dynamic scheduler that can find an optimal schedule to complete jobs
within minimum makespan using an intelligent metaheuristics method based on firefly algorithm. The simulation
results illustrated that the proposed model performed better than previous scheduling models.
On the other hand, in [8] researchers proposed new job scheduling model based on improving Cuckoo Search (ICS)
optimization method to serve jobs so that makespan and completion time of job scheduling are optimized. The ICS
results revealed that the proposed algorithm provides better results in comparison with Cuckoo Search (CS) and could
be used to improve the performance of a grid system. In addition, different hybrid techniques were used by many
researchers to enhance the performance of job scheduling models. Improving the backfilling concept i s used by many
researchers to improve and enhance grid performance as proposed in [9-13]. Other researchers tried to target the run
time prediction model as proposed in [14]. Moreover, backfilling techniques have been used by many scholars to find a
new way to solve the problem of job scheduling as shown in [15-19].
This paper is focused on improving job ranking backfilling algorithm by changing the ranking equation of job serving
part. The new enhancement will use a new experimental ranking equations based on optimal curve estimation model.
Finally, this paper is divided into the following sections. In Section 2, job ranking backfilling model is explained,
where enhanced job ranking backfilling model is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, experiments, results and
discussion are explained. The conclusions and future trends are drawn in Section 6.

2. Job Ranking Backfilling Model

Fig. 1- Job ranking backfilling model [1]
The Job Ranking Backfilling (JRB) was proposed by Rodero et. al. [1] to overcome job backfilling scheduling policy
problem. In JRB, to advance a job from scheduler’s queue two models were proposed, first model is depending on the
manual method, which implies defining the load of the jobs manually. The second model is depending on automatically
guessing the jobs load by creating a prediction model. In the JRB model, the following definition of the job load is used
to advance jobs depending on resources requirements as follows:

 Check the job resources requirement along with the available resources.
 Compute a rank value for each job to find the smallest jobs using equation 1. If job’s requirements are not

matched, then it gets a rank value of -1.

.

 Select the job with the smallest positive rank value and assign it to start execution.
To understand the concept of the JRB algorithm the following example is given as explained in Fig. 1. In which, two
resources contain 16 and 8 CPUs, receptively and 20 jobs in the scheduler's queue. Firstly, Equation 1 will be used to
calculate the rank for each job and the jobs that have highest requirements compared with the resources in the
environment will get -1, where the smallest rank job will be advanced to be executed.
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3. Enhanced Job Ranking Backfilling Model
To improve the performance of job ranking backfilling, new ranking equations are developed. The developed

equations are based on linear and logarithmic functions. The linear equation uses number of CPU and memory size
with constant as shown in Equation 2, where the logarithmic equation uses the logarithmic value of number of CPU and
memory size with constant as shown in Equation 3. To calculate linear and logarithmic functions, an optimal curve
estimation technique is used. The output of the curve estimation is a run time of a job. The run time is used to find the
rank equation that can define the smallest and largest jobs. In which, the smallest rank job value is considered as a job
that needs less resources and short time to execute, where the large rank job value is considered as a job that needs
large resources and long time to execute a job. The proposed ranking equations are as follows:

where F1 and F2 are the factors multiply with number of CPU and memory size using the linear function. F2 and F3 are
the factors multiply with number of CPU and memory size using the logarithmic function. The proposed equations
omitted the behavior of CPU speed to minimize the number of variables that needed in the ranking equations. To run
the curve estimation model, the predefined parameters should be tuned to find the best factors that can describe the
linear and logarithmic functions. The parameters are chosen based on the previous works that considered those values
as optimal values to be used as shown in Table 1.

Table 1 - Curve estimation parameters for linear and logarithmic functions

Parameter Value
Estimation Method Levenberg-Marquardt
Maximum iterations 100
Sum of squares convergence 1x10-8
Parameter convergence 1x10-8
Dependent Variable Job run time
Linear model expression
logarithmic model express

Equation 2
Equation 3

START

Initialize
Input variables (memory size,
No. of CPU and average CPU

speed).

Calculate F1, F2, F3 and F4 in Equations 2 and 3 using
curve estimations.

Rank the jobs using one of the ranking equations
(Equations 1, 2 and 3)

Store the job's variables including the number of
CPUs, memory size and rank value in the queue.

Select job with the smallest positive rank value and
assign it to start execution

Advance and assign jobs to resource

END

Fig. 2 - Enhanced job ranking backfilling model.
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Moreover, to understand the overall proposed model, the flowchart in Fig. 2 is used. Each job submitted to the
scheduler contains three variables including number of CPUs, memory size and average CPU speed. The first step of
building the enhanced job ranking backfilling model is to propose two ranking equations to rank the jobs based on
linear function and logarithmic function. The ranking equations, after that, is used to rank the incoming jobs and store
the rank value with the job's variables in the queue. The scheduler chooses the smallest ranked job in the queue to be
served by resource.

4. Experiments, Results and Discussion
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed model, this section presents two main stages including finding ranking

equation test and evaluating the performance of the proposed job scheduling model. The first stage uses curve estimation
model to find the factors including F1, F2, F3 and F4. After that the enhanced job ranking backfilling will use the
proposed equation to test the performance of the job scheduling system. To evaluate the enhance job ranking backfilling
model three different tests are adopted including creation time test, number of CPUs test and number of jobs test.
Moreover, the test adopts total execution time and average waiting time as performance metrics to test the scheduling
system. Finally, the default experimental setup for the tests are explained as follows:

 Jobs use a poisson distribution as a job creation time.
 200 CPUs in the default number of processors in experimental environment.
 The number of jobs is equal 10000.
Job ranking backfilling scheduling model, enhanced ranking backfilling scheduling model based on linear equation

and enhanced ranking backfilling scheduling model based on logarithmic are denoted as JRB, JRB_Linear and
JRB_Log10 respectively.

4.1 The Proposed Ranking Equations
To improve the job ranking backfilling two ranking equations are proposed using curve estimation model. The

curve estimation uses Equations 1 and 2 with the run time as output. The results of the linear and logarithmic ranking
equations are shown in Table 2 to 5 and from Table 6 to 9, respectively. For Linear rank equation, Table 2 shows that
optimal values for F1, F2 and constant achieved after five iterations and the optimal values are 6.565,-0.011 and
257.099, respectively. To check the significant of the factors, Table 3 shows the significant of each factor and the
standard error. The results show that all the factors are significant and the standard error for F1, F2 and constant is
2.474, 0.456, and 48.633, respectively. The correlation test shows that there are a weak correlations between factors,
which indicate that no relationship between factors can be found in a linear function as shown in Table 4. Besides that,
Table 5 shows an analysis of variance for the regression and residual models. The results show that R-square is equal
.001 which calculated using Equation 4. The overall curve estimation for linear equation shows that the chosen factors
can predict on 0.01% of the job's run time. This indicate that the optimal factors for linear equation cannot predict on
the run time efficiently.

Table 2 - iteration history for linear rank equation.
Iteratio
n
Numbe

Residual
Sum
of Squares

F
1

F
2

consta
nt0 1.98x1011 1 1 1

1 1.98x1011 1.589
39

0.1518
8

1.0420
32 1.98x1011 7.384

25
0.2939
6

1.4804
73 1.98x1011 5.400

45
0.1308
7

103.90
434 1.97x1011 6.564

85
-
0.0114
2

257.09
885 1.97x1011 6.56481 -0.01142 257.098
9

Table 3 - Parameter estimates for linear rank equation.

Facto
rs

Estima
te

Standar
d.
Error

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

F1 6.5648
14

2.4740
34

1.715
21

11.414
42F2 -

0.0114
2

0.4565
26

-
0.906
3

0.8834
67constant 257.0989 48.63309 161.7682 352.429
5

Table 4 - Factors correlation for linear rank equation.
F
1

F
2

consta
ntF1 1

0.05345
8

-
0.3774
6

F2 0.053458 1 -0.16964
constant -0.37746 -0.16964 1
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Table 5 - Analysis of variance for linear rank equation.

Source
Sum of
Square
s

Degree
of
freedo
m

Mean
Squares

Regression 1.07x1
09

3 3.56x1
08Residual 1.97x10

11
99
97

197520
65Uncorrected

Total
1.99x10
11

100
00Corrected Total 1.98x1011 9999

Moreover, for logarithmic ranking equation, Table 6 shows that optimal values for F3, F4 and constant achieved
after six iterations and the optimal values are 568.757, 1.513 and 10.130, respectively. To check the significant of the
factors, Table 7 shows the significant of each factor and the standard error. The results show that only F3 is significant
and the standard error for F3, F4 and constant is 160.308, 99..117, and 152.679, respectively. The correlation test
shows that there are a strong correlations (the absolute value is more than 0.7) between factors, which indicate that a
relationship between factors can be found in a logarithmic function as shown in Table 8. Besides that, Table 9 shows an
analysis of variance for the regression and residual models. The results show that R-square is equal .003 which
calculated using Equation 4. The overall curve estimation for logarithmic equation shows that the chosen factors can
predict on 0.03% of the job's run time. This indicate that the optimal factors for logarithmic equation cannot predict on
the run time efficiently. In contract, the results show that logarithmic have more ability to predict on job's run time
compared with linear model.

Table 6 - Iteration history for logarithmic rank equation.
Iteratio
n
Numbe
r

Residual
Sum
of Squares

F
3

F
4

consta
nt0 1.99

x1011
1 1 1

1 1.98
x1011

21.153
42

8.3666
32

25.787
162 1.98

x1011
72.876
45

-
39.645
6

31.118
753 1.98

x1011
185.36
85

46.603
87

-
78.53
5

4 1.97
x1011

577.97
62

89.688
75

17.700
895 1.97

x1011
568.75
77

91.514
23

10.12
846 1.97 x1011 568.756 91.51291 10.1301
2

Table 7 - Parameter estimates for logarithmic rank equation.

Facto
r

Estima
te

Standar
d.
Error

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

F3 568.7
56

160.30
81

254.51
99

882.99
21F4 91.512

91
123.99
67

-
151.54
6

334.57
14constant 10.13012 152.6792 -289.152 309.41
2

Table 8 - Factors correlation for logarithmic rank equation.
F3 F4 constant

F3 1 0.841905 -0.90576
F4 0.841905 1 -0.92894
constant -0.90576 -0.92894 1

Table 9 - Analysis of variance for logarithmic rank equation.

Source
Sum of
Square
s

Degree
of
freedo

Mean
Square
sRegression 1.52x1

09
3 5.06

x108Residual 1.97
x1011

99
97

197069
79Uncorrected

Total
1.99
x1011

100
00Corrected Total 1.98 x1011 9999

Finally, Equations 2 and 3 can be rewritten as follow:

Equations 5 and 6 are used as a ranking equation instead of experimental ranking equation, to check the performance of
the enhanced job ranking backfilling model in grid system. The behavior of the proposed ranking equations are
proposed in the following sections.

4.2 Testing the Performance of Job Rank backfilling based on Ranking Equation
The experimental tests are divided into three main matrices including job creation time test, resources experimental

test, Number of jobs test. The default parameters will be used in all tests and any changes will be mentioned in the test.
Moreover, the Average Waiting Time (AWT) and Total Execution Time (TET) are used to evaluate the proposed job
scheduling model. The unit for all performance metrics are in seconds.
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(a) Jobs Creation Time Test

Two job distributions are used to test the performance of the proposed ranking equation, which are Poisson distribution
and discrete uniform distribution as shown in Equations 7 to 8.

The JRB, JRB based on linear ranking equation and JRB based on logarithmic ranking equation are denoted in the
Figure as JRB, JRB_Linear and JRB_Loh10, respectively, where the number of the distribution is denoted as PO and
Uni for poisson distribution and discrete uniform distribution, respectively. The results of the job creat ion time test is
shown in Fig. 3 and Table 10. The results show that the JRB algorithms show higher improvement using poisson
distribution for the both proposed ranking equations. For poisson distribution, JRB_Log10 shows improvement in
multiplies equal 1.062 and 2.575 in total execution time and average waiting time respectively, where JRB_Linear
shows improvement in multiplies equal 1.054 and 3.665in total execution time and average waiting time respectively.
Moreover, For discrete uniform distribution, JRB_Log10 shows improvement in multiplies equal 1.0003and 1.1308 in
total execution time and average waiting time respectively, where JRB_Linear shows improvement in multiplies equal
1.0001 and 1.2469 in total execution time and average waiting time respectively. Finally, the results indicate that the
proposed ranking equations improve the performance of job ranking backfilling model in total execution time and
average waiting time using different distribution. Besides that, logarithmic ranking equation show higher improvement
in total execution time where linear ranking equation shows higher improvement in average waiting time. The results
show an evidence that the proposed ranking equations can serve the jobs efficiently in high demand grid system.

Fig. 3 - Total execution time and average waiting time using Poisson and discrete uniform distributions

Table 10 - Improvement between Proposed models and JRB model.
JRB

Distribution Proposed
Models

Improvement in
Multiplies (x)

Improvement in
Percentages (%)

TET AWT TET AWT
Poisson JRB_Linear 1.0543 3.6649 5.1489 72.7143

JRB_Log10 1.0617 2.5752 5.8149 61.1685
Uniform JRB_Linear 1.0001 1.2469 0.0102 19.8018

JRB_Log10 1.0003 1.1308 0.0268 11.5653
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(b) Resources Experimental Test

To understand the effect of the number of resources on the job scheduling models and the ability of the proposed
ranking equations in enhancing the performance of a grid system under different conditions, an experimental test is
used. This test uses different number of CPUs from 200 to 1000 CPUs with step of 100, where the rest of parameters
are set to the default values. The results of the total execution time and average waiting time are shown in Figures 4 to
5, respectively. In all tests, the results show that JRB_Linear outperforms JRB model in total execution time and
average waiting time. The range of improvement for total execution time and average waiting time are 1.004 to 1.110
and 3.387 to 3.691, respectively as shown in Table 11. In addition, JRB_Log10 outperforms JRB model in four cases
(number of CPUs 200, 300, 400 and 1000) in total execution time and in all cases in average waiting time. The
improvement in multiplies for total execution time and average waiting time are 1.003 to 1.014 and 3.119 to 2.568,
respectively. The average results show that JRB_linear improves the total execution time and average waiting time
compared with JRB_Log10, with improvement of multiples equal 1.026 and 3.551, respectively. Finally, the results
indicate that the proposed ranking equation can improve job ranking backfilling using small and large demand grid
system. Besides that, a linear ranking equation can efficiently improve job ranking backfilling model compared with
logarithmic ranking equation in small and large demand grid system.

Fig. 4 - Total execution time, number of CPUs test

Fig. 5 - Average waiting time, number of CPUs test.
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Table 11
Improvement between Proposed models and JRB model using different number of CPUs.

CP
U

Improvement in
Multiplies (x)

Improvement in
Percentages (%)

TET AWT TET AWT

JR
B
-L
in
ea
r

200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
100
0
Avg.

1.11014 3.63028
1.03319 3.43858
1.02348 3.60004
1.00592 3.54110
1.01488 3.69121
1.00599 3.42530
1.00527 3.46295
1.00403 3.56525
1.00789 3.38665
1.02585 3.55077

9.92108 72.45388
3.21196 70.91823
2.29390 72.22250
0.58829 71.76020
1.46573 72.90858
0.59573 70.80551
0.52386 71.12286
0.40157 71.95150
0.78311 70.47226
2.51968 71.83710

JR
B
-L
og
10

200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
100
0
Avg.

1.01405 2.56839
1.00529 2.66008
1.00325 2.85879
0.99281 3.11895
0.99745 2.98543
0.99176 2.96240
0.99664 2.95424
0.99353 2.91555
1.00039 2.95018
1.00008 2.77068

1.38590 61.06511
0.52609 62.40719
0.32364 65.02019
-0.72469 67.93790
-0.25574 66.50397
-0.83042 66.24357
-0.33738 66.15032
-0.65141 65.70113
0.03883 66.10375
0.00787 63.90774

(c) Number of Jobs Test

This experiment aims to test the efficiency of the proposed ranking equations compared with different number of
jobs (different datasets). The test uses 10 different datasets from 1000 to 10000 with step of 1000, where the rest of
parameters are set to the default values. The results is shown in Figures 6 to 7 for total exertion time and average
waiting time, respectively, where the improvement results are calculated in Table12. For total execution time, the
JRB_Linear and JRB_Log10 results show that the range of improvement in multiplies is between 1.017 to 1.148 and
1.008 to 1.062, respectively. Moreover, on average waiting time the JRB_Linear and JRB_Log10 results show that the
range of improvement in multiplies is between 3.368 to 4.239 and 2.324 to 2.870, respectively. On average, the
JRB_Linear shows improvement in total execution time and average waiting time with improvement in multiplies equal
to 1.047 and 3.614, respectively, where JRB_Log10 shows improvement in multiplies in average waiting time only
with value equal 2.609. Finally, overall results indicate that the proposed ranking equations can improve job ranking
backfilling model under high and low demand environment by using different number of jobs.

Fig. 6 - Total execution time, number of jobs test.
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Fig. 7 - Average waiting time, number of jobs test.

Table 12 Improvement between Proposed models and JRB model using different number of jobs.

Jobs

J
R
B

Improvement in
Multiplies

(x) TET
A

WT

Improvement in
Percentages
(%) TET

A
WT

JR
B
-L
in
ea
r

10
00
20
00
30
00
40
00
50
00
60
00

80
00

1.093504
4.23884

2
1.063074

3.75015
3
0.908937

3.85976
9
1.021096

3.37526
1
1.021621

3.83828
4

1.14789
3.52949

2

8.5509
76.4086

5
5.933185

73.3344
2
-10.0187

74.0917
1
2.065988

70.3726
6
2.11635

73.9466
9

12.8836
71.6673

1

JR
B
-L
og
10

10
00
20
00
30
00
40
00
50
00
60
00
70
00

10000

0.962747
2.77604

6
1.007962

2.56743
6
0.905412

2.56632
6
0.987711

2.3241
9

1.010461
2.86998

1

1.061739
2.57522

8

-3.86945
63.9775

4
0.789909

61.0506
3
-10.4469

61.0337
9
-1.24417

56.9742
7

1.035227
65.1565

6

5.814892
61.1684

8

5. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper focuses on how to improve the performance of job ranking backfilling (JRB) algorithm by changing the

ranking equation of the smallest job. The new ranking equations are designed using optimal curve estimation by
considering two functions including linear and logarithmic functions. Besides that, the proposed ranking equations are
used with conventional JRB after changing the ranking equation to study the performance of the new JRB . The results
indicate that changing the ranking equation would have significant improvement in total execution time and average
waiting time of scheduling system with high performance when linear ranking equation. Besides that, the results of
linear ranking equation outperform logarithmic ranking equation, which indicates that it would be a linear relationship
between number of CPU and memory size with run time of job. For future work, more analysis and discussion are
needed to explore the relationship between job’s variables and run time of job, to build a precise model that can
improve the performance of grid system. In addition, more metrics should be added to cover more performance metrics
in the grid environment such as bandwidth and resource utilization, energy consumption and so on.
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